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Abstract 

In this study, researcher explore one of the most interesting aspects of cypher texts by establishing a link between mathematical 

approaches and a data security mechanism. We employ an improved technique to encrypt and decode the characters. By 

translating each character to a polynomial equation, the code is created. To add difficulty, we're working on encrypting the 

plaintext. We split the text into pieces and apply a cryptographic technique to encrypt it for later use. The number of characters 

was more than the number of characters before the enhance algorithm was used. The principle behind the technique is that the 

letters are mixed in with other letters, and then the code is encrypted. As a consequence, data security is quite good. 

 

1- Introduction 

The security of many presently-used cryptosystems, e.g., of all public-key cryptographic schemes, is based on the assumed 

hardness of computational problems in number theory such as the integer-factoring problem (e.g., RSA [1] ). Cryptography 

involves creating written or generated codes that allows information to be kept secret. Cryptography converts data into a format 

that is unreadable for an unauthorized user, allowing it to be transmitted without anyone decoding it back into a readable format, 

thus compromising the data [D] . The difference between cryptography and hiding information. Cryptography is a discipline of 

computer science, where algorithms and security practices are acting as a central tool. This is traditionally based on the 

mathematical foundation.  The  practical applications contain  the assurance of legitimacy, protection of information from 

confessing, and protected message communication systems for essential requirements to enforce security [W] . hide information in 

the digital media is known as data hiding such as images, video and audio data . 

In a traditional definition of security of a cryptographic scheme, one usually defines a game that characterizes the capabilities of a 

(hypothetical) adversary. A cryptographic scheme is defined to be secure if no computationally feasible strategy allows the 

adversary to win the game with non-negligible probability (or advantage), for reasonable notions of feasible and negligible. The 

notion of “ feasible”  is hard-wired into the definition and is defined as some form of polynomial time. Similarly, negligible is 

defined in a specific manner such that, roughly speaking, feasible times negligible is still negligible. Such definitions are therefore 

necessarily asymptotic[R]. 

 

we examined the defects of known definitions of contrast of the VCSvisual cryptography scheme, and proposed a new definition 

based on our observations. Also, we have shown both experimentally and theoretically that our new definition of the contrast 

agree with our observations more [Z]. 

The extended in utilizing computer networks for transmission and management of information as well as the fact that the users of 

IT is growing day by day, needs the role of security Mechanisms to assure privacy, authentication or integrity of information. 

Such requirements have been covered by utilizing several cryptographic protocols that often combine asymmetric and symmetric 

cryptosystems [N]. 

 

2- Related work 

P. David and S.Jacques in 2000 proposed Homomorphic Encryption [1]. Diffie and Hellman used authentication and verification 

in RFID communication process is International Data Encryption Algorithm(IDEA) algorithm as well as to improve security on 

RFID access authentication and verification using cryptography algorithm, [8]. 

Design scheme that used threshold cryptography in which data owner divides users in groups and gives single key to each user 

group for decryption of data and, each user in the group shares parts of the key. Challenges for ensuring the confidentiality, integrity 

and access control of the data. This scheme provides the strong data confidentiality and reduces the number of keys [9]. We were 

proposed Encryption algorithms based on chaos are known to satisfy the basic requirements of the cryptosystem such as high 

sensitivity, high computational speed and high security. The chaos-based encryption algorithm is built upon a modified quadratic 

map named as quadratic sinusoidal map which exhibits better array of chaotic regime when compared to the traditional logistic 
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map[8]. They were focused on exploiting the classic ARQ protocol for securing the exchange of secret keys between legitimate 

users, where even the realistic practical ARQ feedback associated with transmission errors has been considered. In conventional 

wireless systems, the mechanisms assuring security, reliability and throughput are designed individually and separately, which is 

however potentially suboptimal, since the three factors are coupled and affect each other [4]. 

Proposed methodology a Cryptography key generating based on graph construction and adjacency matrix of extracted minutiae. 

The formation of graph relies on contour division of minutiae points' area. Results show that with singular point detection the 

average of minutiae points area dimension is less than in the other case and at some points of threshold, it show an Improvement 

performance comparing to the other one[10] 

 

 

3- Proposed algorithm Encryption algorithm [14]:- 

 

a – Extraction Hosoya polynomial for all letters in the text which we wante to encrypt. 

b –  Take positive integer number n. 

c – Divide the text with length 2n by using dihedral group as: 

 

 w =  

d – Apply the dihedral operations (x,y): 

 

                                          k=0,1,..n-1                                            

 

Note(1):- To improve this method we must encryption the first letter because the first letter by using this method stay the same 

letter always. 

• - encryption the first letter by this equation: 

ci = wi+(2*n) mod 27 New addition: 

d. Segmentation the text crypto to segment. 

e. Each segment content to four charter. 

f. Apply on text the permutation function Segment k old=[1 2 3 4 5 6] 

K new=[6 2 4 1 3 5] 

ii- Decryption algorithm 

a- Decryption text[14] 

First decryption the first letter by the equation 

 b- w1=c1-(2*n) mod 27 

c- for other letter using : 

 

    k=0,1…n-1       
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Example 

 

word(FADYA) 

 

F=Z6=6 , A=Z1=1, D=Z4=4, Y=Z25=25 

 

F→ 6+7x+8x2  

 

A→ 1+0x+0x2 

D→ 4+4x+2x2 

 

  Y→ 25+36x+264x2 

A→ 1+0x+0x2 

Now let n=2 , D2n = D4 ={ i°  ,   I     ,    j    ,    ji } 

 

Then {FADYA}→ {FADY} + {A- - -} 

 

  

(mod 27)  

 

 

 

 

 

FHIBAADECZJF 

 

 

The first letter F→6→6+4=10→JJHIBAADECZJF 
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                       (mod 27) 

 

   

 

AAAAAA#AAAAA 

The first letter A→15→1+4=5→E EAAAAA#AAAAA 

Then the cipher text is: JHIBAADECZJF EAAAAA#AAAAA 

Segment1=JHIB Segment2=AADE Segment3=CZJF Segment4=EAAA Segment5=AA#A Segment6=AAAA K old=[1 2 3 4 5 6] 

NEW ARRANGE K new=[6 2 4 1 3 5] 

Then the new cipher text is: AAAAAADEEAAAJHIBCZJFAA#A 

2-Decryption:- 

K new= [6 2 4 1 3 5] 

AAAAAADEEAAAJHIBCZJFAA#A 

Knew to K old 

JHIBAADECZJF EAAAAA#AAAAA 

Notice that 

C1→ʺ JHIBAADECZJF ʺ 

The first letter E→10→10-4=6→F 

 

(mod 27)  

                                               

 

 

 

  

C2→EAAAAA#AAAAA 

The first letter E→5→5-4=A→A 

 

(mod 27)  
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Then the plain text is (FADYA). 

Details graph 

 

F=6 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Y=25 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this research, researcher  introduce an algorithm that links mathematics and cipher science to computer science. This algorithm 

can be applied to computer networks to keep the information transmitted from the sender to the recipient safe and ensure the 

integrity of the transmitted message. In addition, the immersion method is used by immersing the encoded character into a 

character set, Easy guess content. The result high security and robust crypto. The future work using ASCcode instead normal 

charter 
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